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What is extended liability? 

• Shareholders on the hook for the debts of the 

firm even beyond the value of shares held

• single liability

• double liability 

• triple liability 

• unlimited liability

extended

liability

limited

liability



How it works in banking

• Suppose a bank issues tradable shares initially 

sold at $100 each

• Later becomes insolvent (debts exceed assets)

• Notice goes out to current shareholders 

• who must be listed and traceable

• Double liability share: chip in until all debts of the 

bank are paid, up to $100 per share

• Triple: chip in up to $200

• Unlimited: chip in until personally bankrupt



All bank liabilities need not have 

the same coverage

• E.g., UL for banknotes but LL for deposits 

• EL for deposits, SL for subordinated debts



All bank shares need not carry the 

same degree of exposure

• Could have some single liability shares, some EL 

shares 

• Historical examples?



Should bank shareholders have 

extended liability?

• Under free banking (banks legally 

unrestricted and unbacked by taxpayers), 

• Yes, if shareholders voluntarily choose it

• No, otherwise

• Why might (and historically did) shareholders 

choose EL?  Solvency assurance

• To allow the bank to raise funds at lower 

interest rates by reducing default risk to 

depositors and other liability holders

• For a note-issuing bank, to attract a larger 

note-holding clientele



Should bank shareholders have 

extended liability?

• In a system backed by taxpayer guarantees 

(deposit insurance, “too big to fail” policies)

• Yes, if it is a cost-effective way of reducing 

moral-hazard distortions

• No, otherwise



EL was common in US before 

federal deposit guarantees

• Double liability was a standard requirement for a 

charter under state “free banking” laws

• All National Bank charters (federal charters, offered 

after 1863) specified double liability

• As of 1932 (before FDIC Act of 1933), “about two-

thirds of the states … [were] imposing double, triple 

or even unlimited liability on bank shareholders” 

(Vincents 1957). 

• Across-state and within-California studies indicate 

that EL reduced moral hazard in banking

• EL banks had more liquidity, safer assets

• EL phased out after FDIC Act



Should we revive EL today as a 

way to control moral hazard?

• Today’s system: single liability combined with 

federal deposit guarantees (“guarantees” = FDIC + 

TBTF)

• Makes shareholders indifferent to the LH tail of 

the risk distribution 

• If the bank is insolvent, it doesn’t matter to SL 

shareholders how insolvent

• Creates moral hazard

• Double-or-nothing strategy as equity  0

• Zombie banks

• Make EL mandatory for banks declared SIFI?

• For all with insured deposits?



Potential objections

• Raises the cost of financing banks by encumbering 

equity shares

• Shares less readily tradable if directors have 

option to block transfers to “hobo shareholders”

• But historical evidence shows thick markets for 

tradable DL and UL shares 

• It might not be cost-effective because insured 

depositors still won’t prefer safer banks


